8/22/2015

Registration Deadlines and Clarification on Black Helmets

Registration Deadlines
If your child wishes to participate in Rep Tryouts please note the June 15th
registration deadline below. When you register, please ensure that the $150 rep
tryout fee is included in your final fee  this means you have registered for rep
tryouts. The rep tryout option can not be added to a registration after June 15th.
Returning players not participating in Rep Tryouts have unil July 6th to register
without a late fee and before we begin accepting new player registrations.
Returning LMHA players can access registration here.
Important Dates:
June 15
July 6

August 28
August 28

August 29

Deadline to register for Rep Tryouts
Returning player deadline. Returning Players have priority over
transferring or new players until July 6. Registrations received
after this date will be waitlisted and subject to a $50 late fee if a
spot opens up.
Goalie Rep Tryouts begin
Hitting clinic for any Bantam players participating in Rep Tryouts
that have not previously played in a division with hitting. This does
not include Spring Hockey.
Player Rep Tryouts begin

Clarification on Black Helmets
In a previous email we announced that LMHA is implementing standardized
equipment for A Division players and black helmets would be the first piece of
equipment in the transition. We apologize for any misunderstanding, this does not
apply to goalies but only to players. If you have any questions please let us
know. The information is below with this clarification.

Important information for Rep Players
Starting in the 2015/16 season LMHA is implementing standardized equipment for
A Division players. As hockey gear is expensive and changing a players entire
gear would be costly we will gradually roll out the changes over the course of a
few seasons. The ultimate goal is to have all LMHA A Division players look the
same and be recognizable as LMHA players. The first change will be to black
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helmets.
Effective for the 2015/16 season all REP rostered players (this does not apply to
goalies) are mandated to wear black helmets. LMHA pant shells and black gloves
are preferred, however no coach can mandate a specific glove color or any other
uniform color other than black helmets.
Black Helmets are not mandatory for rep tryouts but we want to make anyone
considering rep tryouts aware of the expectation if your players makes a rep
team.

Coaching applications for the 2015/16
season
As in any other year, the priority in any coaching decision will be to hire the most
qualified and suitable applicant who's coaching philosophy best supports that of the
association. Successful applicants, whether paid or unpaid, will be expected to
understand the associations policies and procedures, follow the associations fair
ice policy as well as the process around selection of players during tryouts.
The applications we are accepting are:
1. A Division non paid for (Atom/Peewee/Bantam/Midget A24)
2. C Division Coaches (Initiation  Midget)
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